Abstract This work is concerned with the task space impedance control of a robot driven through a multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission system. Specifically, a two degrees-of-freedom cable pulley-driven flexible-joint robot is considered.
Introduction
Impedance plays an important role in the performance of tasks by manipulators that require interaction with the environment [1] . For example, a laparoscopic surgical robotic system, such as [2] , typically works inside the human abdomen, packed with vital organs of which their precise location and geometry are not known. The motion of the forceps is controlled and supervised by a skilful surgeon. Nevertheless, erroneous motion is possible, as a result of which the surrounding organs may be injured. If the forceps are equipped with proper compliance, the severity of wounds can be mitigated. As another example, a service robot system, such as [3] , among the others, is able to perform general daily tasks. It is inevitable that such a robot has limited and imprecise information about the environment it interacts with. To successfully implement tasks, the robot must possess appropriate compliance characteristics. A specific impedance model implemented through the mass, spring and damping parameters is popular among the more general functions between the motion and force variables. This representation is intuitive to the human operator and it may be used to shape the behaviour of wheeled inverted pendulum vehicles for better riding experiences [4] .
Many efforts have been made in shaping robot compliance to the desired values. However, only a few works have attempted to control the impedance of flexible joint robots. [5] presented a simplified model of a flexible joint robot on which most of the proposed controllers, such as [6] and [7] , are based. A tracking impedance controller for the DLR-II arm [8] was proposed using singular perturbation analysis. In contrast, [9] applied a passivity analysis to design a robust and stable impedance control law. Recently, an adaptive impedance controller based on the function approximation technique (FAT) [10] was applied to a flexible joint robot system with motor dynamics included. Impedance behaviour may also be acquired indirectly through admittance control by generating the reference motion from the interaction force error. This idea is applied using an adaptive fuzzy control technique to manipulate the non-rigid environment of the multiple mobile manipulators [11] .
The contribution of this research is a passive task space impedance controller for a flexible joint robot system driven through multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission based only on the motor angle signal. Motor current feedback may optionally be used to improve the system response time. In particular, an embodiment of a prototypical two degrees-of-freedom (DOF) cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot is investigated. Section 2 develops the detailed model of the robot, its counterbalance and its flexible drivetrain subsystems. A model of the complete system is then obtained by integrating these together using the bond graph framework. Based on this model and the available feedback signals of the motor current and angle, in section 3 a task space impedance controller is designed to accomplish the desired viscoelastic behaviour at the specified set point. The stability of the closed-loop system is proven. In order to validate the effectiveness of the control law, various simulations and experiments of the system are conducted and the results are discussed accordingly in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the study.
System Modelling
A two-DOF cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot, shown in Figure 1 , is constructed as a prototype serving as a fundamental study of the multi-stage cable pulley-driven robot class, which will further be employed in developing the entire arm of our ongoing service robot project. It comprises three subsystems, namely a rigid robot, a flexible transmission and a counterbalance. The robot shoulder link is capable of moving in the pitch and yaw directions, emulating the principal motion performed by the human shoulder. Generalized coordinates describing the position of its end-tip may naturally be chosen as the pitch and yaw angles, denoted as θ p and θ y respectively. Figure 2 depicts the winch and pulley arrangement of the robot's multi-stage transmission subsystem. Starting from the input side, the motor axle is coupled to winch#1, which then drives winch#2 through the wrapped cables. Winch#2 in turn drives pulley#1 (for the right winch) and pulley#2 (for the left winch). Together with pulley#3, these pulleys form the differential mechanism which produces the rotational motion of the output shoulder link around two mutually perpendicular axes, causing the motion of the shoulder link end-tip in the pitch and yaw directions. A differential mechanism is implemented in this work through the cables and stepped pulleys. In addition, the additional pulley#4 is not attached to any cableits purpose is to counter pulley#3 and to strengthen the structure.
Furthermore, the robot is equipped with a patented (pending) counterbalancing mechanism [12] , invented to reduce the amount of torque commonly supplied by the motors to sustain weight and, hence, to improve the safety of the robot.
Basically, the motions of pulley#1 and pulley#2 are transmitted via the cable routing to elongate a set of springs. With an appropriate spring stiffness selected, the generated torque can match the configuration-dependent gravitational torque. Such considerations may apply from the viewpoint of maintaining the total potential energy of the system.
The Robot System
Referring to Figure 2 , the position vector of the shoulder link end-point relative to the origin of {XYZ} described in {xyz} is {xyz} r = 0 0 −l o T , for which l o is the shoulder link length measured from the centre of rotation. Besides, the relative rotation between {xyz} and {XYZ} is described by the rotation matrix {XYZ} R {xyz} = R x,θ p R y,θ y . Therefore, the position vector r described in the reference frame {XYZ} is:
For the spherical configuration of the robot, the velocity of the end point may be determined simply from the fact that its motion comprises pure rotation around the origin of the fixed frame {XYZ}. If ω is the link angular velocity, the end-point velocity expressed in the moving frame {xyz} is {xyz} v e = ω × r = −l oθy l oθp c y 0 T . Consequently, the Jacobian matrix represented in {xyz} becomes:
The main moving parts of the robot are pulley#3, pulley#4 and the output shoulder link. For convenience, the rectangular frame of the counterbalancing mechanism subject to the pitch motion will be included as well. These components may be grouped into two categories: one undergoing pitching motion alone, and the other undergoing a composite pitching and yawing motion. CAD drawings of these two collections are depicted in Figure 3 . Their related parameters will thus be subscripted as 'p' and 'py', respectively. The reference and moving coordinate frames employed are the same as those shown in Figure 2 .
For the first collection undergoing pitching motion, its compound centre of gravity (C.G.) is evaluated by the CAD program to be at {xyz} (r G ) p = 0 0 r z p T relative to the origin of {XYZ}. Because its motion is a rotation around the fixed pitch axis with the angular velocity {xyz} ω p = θ p 0 0 T , the associated kinetic energy may be determined as:
where I o p is the pitch-collection inertia matrix, with the inertia around the x-x axis denoted by I xx p . The potential energy may be derived simply as:
for which m p is the mass of this collection and g is the vector of gravitational acceleration.
Similarly, the kinetic and potential energy of the pitch/yaw collection may be derived as follows. From the geometry, the compound C.G. location is at {xyz} (r G ) py = 
with m py denoting the mass of this collection. The parameter values of the robot are summarized in Table 1 .
The Counterbalance System
The counterbalancing mechanism contributes to the robot dynamics by maintaining the constant potential energy of the augmented system. The mechanism may be divided into two parts. Figure 4 illustrates a part of the mechanism [12] where the cable (20) is routed through the set of idlers (21-24) to convey the tension force from the spring (12) to the stud (18) embedded in pulley#2.
The generated torque will counter the gravitational torque of the pitch/yaw collection. The other simple part of the mechanism accounts for the pitch-collection. Note that, due to the (generally) non-zero initial tension of the spring, the cable routing over non-zero radius idlers and the travelling limitation hit of the mechanism, the compensator departs from theory. Nevertheless, the current consumption of the motor in holding the robot statically is reduced dramatically; the current is now bounded within the band of ±0.1 [A] as compared with the average value of 1.5 [A], when there is no assistance from the counterbalance.
The force and induced moment produced by the mechanism may be analysed indirectly via the spring potential energy of the counterbalance. The cabling of the mechanism enforces the elongated length of the springs in relation to the robot configuration through its generalized coordinates θ p and θ y . For the springs accounting for the gravity force of the pitch and pitch/yaw collection, their elongations δ p and δ py are:
where h p and h py are the shortest distance of the cable terminal at the rectangular frame and at pulley#1/#2 measured from the X-X axis, respectively. The constant angle of 25π 180 [rad] reflects the safety limit of the mechanism at 65 • . Consequently, the potential energy of the counterbalance for the pitch-and pitch/yaw collection may be determined from the area under the force-elongation linear relationship: 
in which T i p and T i py are the respective spring initial tensions, and k p and k py are the spring stiffnesses designed based on the perfect gravitational torque cancellation of the ideal counterbalancing mechanism:
Additionally, the friction force F f developed at the linear bushing, guiding the stroke of the spring, should be taken into account to provide for realistic simulation. It is modelled simply by a nonlinear switching function:
where v is the signed velocity of the slider and F m is the constant sliding friction limit value. In this regard, the friction force is comparable to the extra initial dynamic tension force of the spring. Table 2 collects all the parameter values of the counterbalancing mechanism. According to the above energy analysis, the Lagrangian of the robot plus its counterbalances may be determined as:
where q = θ p θ y T denotes the vector of the robot's generalized coordinates. Applying and evaluating the Lagrangian formulation along q, the robot dynamics may be manipulated into the modified standard form of its joint space model, which includes the frictional torque f :
with: 
The external force caused by the robot interacting with the environment at the end of the shoulder link may naturally be described in the task space frame as {xyz} F ext = F x F y T . Therefore, the torque vector τ ext reflected to the robot's generalized coordinates is determined by:
as can also be verified by inspecting the robot geometry directly. Finally, τ dr is the actuated generalized torque vector from the transmission unit.
The Transmission System
The pulley and winch arrangement of the multi-stage flexible transmission is illustrated in Figure 2 . It can be seen that the drivetrain is designed to have four stages for compactness. In the 1 st -stage, the motor is connected to winch#1 via the disk coupling. For the 2 nd -and 3 rd -stages, the transmission is realized by the wound cables around winch#1-winch#2 and winch#2-pulley#1/2 respectively. The 4 th -stage connects the drivetrain unit to the robot via the cable pulley differential mechanism.
Let θ m , θ w , θ 1 , θ 2 , θ p and θ y be the angular positions of the motor, winch, pulley#1, pulley#2 and the pitch and yaw angles of the shoulder link, respectively. The structural interconnection between these parts by the cables poses Counterbalancing mechanism for the pitch/yaw collection of the robot [12] . The shortest distance of the cable terminal at pulley#2 measured from the X-X axis, h py , is depicted. the following kinematic constraints:
This particular system is designed such that the transmission ratio, n, at the 2 nd -and 3 rd -stages are all 1 3 . Since the mechanism employs the cables as the means for transmitting power, its inherent compliance characteristics should be taken into account. Assuming the cables have been securely wrapped around the pulleys with proper pretension, such that the total slippage between the cable and the pulley groove over the circuit is negligible, the explicit torque-angle deflection equation of a stiff simple cable pulley drive unit may be determined [13] as:
where the cable, with a Young modulus E and an effective cross-sectional area A, has been pre-tensioned to
is the dimensionless torque of the loaded torque M applied at the loaded pulley of radius r. µ eff is the effective coefficient of friction. Finally, GF = Lµ eff r is the geometric friction number in which L is the cable length of the unwrapped portion on each side. The current drivetrain is designed so that it possesses a low GF value, indicating stiff but softening spring transmission characteristics. Equation 21 governs the compliance behaviour for the 2 nd -and 3 rd -stages. The numerical values of the pertinent parameters from the design are tabulated in Table 3 .
The compliance analysis in [13] can be extended to handle the cable pulley differential mechanism at the 4 th -stage of the drivetrain. As a result, the torque-angle deflection equation along the pitch or yaw DOF may be expressed as: In this case, m is the dimensionless torque of the loaded torque M applied along the pitch or yaw directions.
Since there is no unwrapped segment of the cable for the differential drive unit, effectively GF = 0. For the 1 st -stage, the transmission compliance is simply the inverse of the coupling constant stiffness value of 5700 [N/m] from the data sheet.
Major loss in transmission happens at the bearing units. The complexity of the friction phenomenon at the support leads us to propose a friction model as a combination of the simple Coulomb's friction torque when the relative velocity of the mating surfaces is virtually zero, and the empirical formulation of the frictional torque for the standard sealed deep-grooved ball bearing [14] when relative motion occurs. Mathematically: Table 4 depicts the designed values of the shaft diameter and pulley radius. Moreover, see the bond graph diagram of the system in Figure 5 for the location of the bearing losses in the transmission system.
The inertias of the rotational parts in the transmission unit are summarized in Table 5 . Hence, the complete dynamics of the drivetrain may now be determined by combining the inertial, the dissipating and the elastic torques according to the system's kinematic configuration, together with the externally applied torque of the motors. Unfortunately, the explicit form of the equations for motion is barely achieved due to the inversion problem of the complicated nonlinear deformation functions in Eqs. 21 and 22. This, however, does not affect the simulation or the control law implementation.
The Complete System
A realistic model of the two-DOF multi-stage cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot which captures its important behaviours may be acquired through the bond graph technique [15] . With this approach, the system model is constructed by identifying the governing equations of the subsystems, comprising the bond graph basic elements of one-port inertance, compliance, resistance and two-port transformer and gyrator.
Nevertheless, the robot dynamics are modelled using the customized nonlinear two-port inertance and compliance elements. All of these elements are then combined through the power bonds and the effort/flow ports. The complete bond graph diagram is given in Figure 5 .
3. Task Space Impedance Control
The Controller
A task space impedance control for the robot driven through a multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission system has been developed in [16] . The controller uses the available feedback information of merely the motor current and angles, which is frequently encountered in practice. In particular, if the desired task space compliance and dissipative damping ratio, K d and ζ, are specified accompanied with a set point x d , the control law:
computes the motor reference torque τ * m that imposes such behaviour at the robot end-effector.
In the equation, for conciseness, T j is the transmission ratio matrix of the j th -stage reducer in the drivetrain and T qj denotes the compound transmission ratio T q T q−1 · · · T j . f (·) is the forward kinematics mapping of the robot. The specified damping ratio determines the task space damping matrix D d (·), which asymptotically stabilizes the system. Furthermore, the controller utilizes the motor current i feedback to estimate the torque transmitted to the drivetrain,τ 1 , which can then be used to reduce the motor inertia from B 1 to B 1r .
The controller is based on the estimated stationary robot link angles q s . They are determined recursively from the motor angles θ 0 by: 
The argument s represents the complex argument of the Laplace transform. G (s) is a diagonal matrix of a strictly proper and strictly positive real filtering transfer function. A simple first-order low-pass filter of G (s) = λ s+λ may be employed.
The estimated transmitted torque may be achieved by discretizing the motor equation of motion with the variational integrator method [17] , which guarantees the energy conservation at every sampling. As a result, the transmitted torque at the k th -sampling with the sampling period h may be estimated sequentially by:
where B 1 , C 1 and K τ are the diagonal matrix of the motor inertias, frictional torques and torque constants. It should be mentioned that this controller is valid only for a practical system with a transmission stiff enough to withstand the robot's 'after-the-joint' motion, caused by its own weight and the position-mismatch compliant force.
For this two-DOF cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot, Eq. 26 is tailored to:
with the following compound transmission ratios:
T q3 = 
where:
are the torque vectors transmitted over the elastic couplings and cable pulley mechanisms to winch#1, winch#2, pulley#1, pulley#2 and the pitch and yaw joints of the robot. Also:
For this system with the desired task space stiffness matrix {xyz} K d = diag k dx , k dy and the damping ratio ζ, the damping matrix may be determined by solving the eigenproblem of the desired impedance dynamics at the end-effector. The result is: The designed controller is integrated with the developed model of the two-DOF cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot. Figure 5 depicts the signal interconnection between the system and the controller, where the motor current and angle are fed back to the controller unit to process the commanded current. The controller is digitally implemented at a frequency of 1 kHz. For the simulation, the controller computation is done in MATLAB ® connected to the 20-sim © [18] . This simulation program is based on the bond graph modelling language, which does not require the explicit formulation of the complete system's differential equations. At each sampling, q s is determined recursively by Eq. 27, whereby the value is further used to update other terms of g, J, f , D d and ϑ. All of these terms and the estimated transmitted torqueτ 1 are used to compute the motor reference torque by Eq. 25. Tustin approximating discretization method is used to obtain the discrete equivalent of the continuous transfer function sG (s). For the real system, the controller and the peripheral tasks are programmed in C#. Typical control parameters used in the simulations and experiments are depicted in Table 6 .
Stability of the Closed-loop System

Proposition. The task space impedance control law Eq. 25 asymptotically stabilizes the robot system Eq. 15 driven through the multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission unit to the desired set point x d .
Proof. Before proving the stability of the closed-loop system, let us consider the estimated link joint velocity of Eq. 28. It may be viewed as the stable linear filtering of the time derivative of the estimated link angles T q1θ0 . Hence, this velocity estimator might be represented in the minimal realization state space {A, B, C} form:
where √ K v denotes the square root of the joint space damping matrix 
where the input is now the regulation errorθ 0 . Table 6 . Nominal control parameters adopted in the simulations and experiments the rotor angles are naturally adopted. Note that θ 0 is the vector of the motor angles. Consider the following function of the closed-loop system states q,q, θ,θ,ż T :
consisting of the kinetic energy (KE) and potential energy (PE) of the robot, the KE of the reduced inertia drivetrain according to its dynamics (rotor inertia matrix B r and vector of dissipating and elastic torques c r θ and e (θ) subject to the input torque vector τ r ):
the elastic PE of the drivetrain:
the negative PE of the controller:
and the KE-like function of the velocity estimator unit. According to Eq. 27, q s is indeed the function of T q1 θ 0 . Hence, in Eq. 35, Vh (·) may be explicitly written as the function of the system state θ 0 . h (φ) = e 1q T q1 θ 0 − φ is the elastic torque from the drivetrain transmitted to the robot joint. Assuming that the system operates smoothly at a low enough speed, this torque quasi-statically balances the gravity and the desired task space compliance force, namely:
It can be shown that the function V (·) is a Lyapunov candidate function if the transmission unit is moderately stiff [16] . At the equilibrium, V (·) = 0. From Eq. 35, this requiresq = 0,θ = 0, andż = 0. The remaining terms may be rearranged to show that
The corresponding values of the equilibrium rotor angles θ s may be determined from the quasi-static equilibrium conditions of the transmission system.
The above equilibrium point q,q, θ,θ,ż = (q s , 0, θ s , 0, 0) is indeed (locally) asymptotically stable. Differentiating Eq. 35 along the closed-loop system trajectory with further manipulation yields:
where
is the generalized input torque vector of the modified drivetrain Eq. 36. Applying the passivity property of the robot, the KY lemma and recognizing:
the derivative may be simplified to:
The realistic transmission system is fully damped, makinġ
and c r (0) = 0. Therefore, in the free motion case, it can be concluded thaṫ V (·) ≤ 0 and V (·) denote the Lyapunov function. Given the Lyapunov stability theorem, the closed-loop system is then locally stable. Since this equilibrium point is the only point which makesV (·) ≡ 0, the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable at the equilibrium point thanks to the Lasalle's invariance principle. 
Simulations and Experiments
In what follows, various simulations and experiments are performed to investigate the effect of several control parameters on the system response and to illustrate the effectiveness of the control law. Since the system is rather stiff, an adaptive backward differentiation formula integration method with a step size of 1 [ms] is used in all simulations. In the real system, due to the discrete implementation of the controller and the unmodelled dynamics, the achievable desired stiffness and damping ratio are reduced to the values shown in Table 6 . Additionally, the motor current has been limited to 3.5 [A] for safety reasons.
Constant Set Point
Let the initial position of the robot end-point be at the centre of its hemispherical workspace, i. 
Trajectory-tracking
A circular trajectory is generated for the free-tracking simulation. The starting point is at the rightmost, Figure 7 displays the trajectory-tracking of the robot along with the reference trajectory. It can be seen that the proposed controller -which was designed for the regulation objective -may well be used in the tracking task, since it can tolerate a moderate speed and accuracy. The initial mismatch does not effect the tracking performance or destabilize the system. It merely causes current saturation of the motor during a large position error. Once the end-tip enters its track, the current consumption is quite low (0.45 [A] average) thanks to the energy restoration from the truly passive control of the augmented counterbalancing mechanism.
A similar experiment is implemented with the real system. The reference trajectory, which may be divided into three parts, starts from the centre point of the robot workspace. Then, it moves leftwards by executing the yaw rotation 
Task Space Stiffness and Damping
To verify that the desired task space stiffness is actually achieved, the robot is set at the centre of the workspace and an external force of 10 [N] is applied in the X-and Y-directions, respectively. For the simulation, the end-tip deflection responses using the nominal stiffness value are shown in Figure 9 for a set of damping ratios of 0.8, 1.0, 2.0 and 4.0. It is observed that, in practice, increased damping makes the motion more sluggish, while the current drawn , this can make the system unstable. In any case of Figure 9 , eventually, the end-tip reaches the point corresponding to a deflection of about 1 mm, which agrees with the desired stiffness and the applied force. Figure 10 and 11 show the deflection plots for stiffness values of 1000 and 100, 000 [N/m]. A lower stiffness with high damping causes the end-tip to deflect slowly and prevents it from reaching the expected deviation. Subsequently, the environment will feel the robot become stiffer than its actual value. The deflection of the system with high stiffness and light damping will largely oscillate around the steady value long before it dies out. On the other hand, if too high a damping ratio is selected, the responsive motor current will suppress the deflection aggressively such that the undershoot may be detected. If the damping is further increased, it can cause the system to become unstable. Motor current consumption during circular path-tracking subject to 1.0 [kg] deadweight For the actual system, a proof mass of 1.0 [kg] is placed at the end of the robot shoulder link to realize a constant external force in the negative Y-direction, as illustrated in Figure 12 . A set of stiffness and damping ratio values, as depicted in Table 7 , are tuned to perform the experiment. Figure 13 depicts the estimated end-tip deflections with different impedances. The responses of the real system agree with the simulation results. The static position of the robot end-tip is measured by a vernier height gauge (0.02 [mm] of resolution) before and after applying the weight to obtain the actual deflection value, as recorded in Table 7 . Using the commanded stiffness and the estimated stationary pitch and yaw angles, the predicted deflection may be determined from Eqs. 41 and 42. It is observed that the actual deflection is less than the predicted value. This is due to the friction in the mechanism, which causes the effective stiffness to be higher than the desired value.
It should be mentioned that motor inertia reduction will increase the effective stiffness, since it has the effect of increasing the control loop gain and thus the resultant stiffness becomes larger than the desired value. Therefore, motor inertia reduction should not be implemented if the exact desired stiffness is of concern.
Application of an External Force
For the last experiment, an external force is applied to the end point while the robot is tracking the same trajectory as in subsection 4.2. The task space stiffness and damping ratio are set to their nominal values. Figure 14 displays the tracking simulation result when the robot is subject to the 10 [N] force acting in the X-and Y-directions throughout the circular path. It was observed that the end-tip follows the reference trajectory closely because of the high stiffness value compared to the magnitude of the applied force. As depicted in the figure, ultimately the end-point deviates from the desired location by 0.6 and 0.86 [mm] along the X-and Y-directions respectively.
When the end-point is at its final position, the nominal task space stiffness matrix expressed in the local frame parallel to the reference frame {XYZ} is determined by:
where the numerical value of k dz is set to 1000 × 10 3 [N/m], as the robot cannot move along the z-direction. The associated deflections, determined by:
along the direction of the applied force will be 0.59 and 1.0 [mm] for each case in turn. Hence, the actual deviations agree with the theoretical values with only a slight mismatch because of friction. Therefore, the desired end-effector stiffness is achieved.
The tracking result of the real system with a constant force in a negative Y-direction supplied by the attached 1.0 [kg] deadweight is depicted in Figure 15 . Due to a weaker nominal stiffness value, the actual motion deviates more from the reference path. Following tracking, the end-point departs from the workspace centre by −0.0176 [m] along the Y-direction while the predicted value is −0.0196 [m] . This agrees with the result in the previous subsection. The tracking performance via the average of the integral of absolute error is 0.0168 [m], which is approximately 2.5 times larger than that of the free-tracking case. The current consumption during the course is plotted in Figure 16 .
The average values are 2.05 and 1.87 [A] for the right and left motors respectively. From the graph, both motors are saturated for a short period during tracking. It should be noted that the controller exhibits robustness in relation to the unmodelled inertia of the deadweight.
Conclusions
A prototypical system of a two-DOF cable pulley-driven flexible joint robot is designed and analysed. Important characteristics of the system components are modelled using the Lagrangian energy method. They are organized and integrated using the bond graph modelling technique to accomplish a realistic model of the whole system. A task space impedance controller for a robot driven through a multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission system is proposed. This regulates the stiffness and damping of the end-effector at the specified position in accordance with the desired values based on just the motor current and angle feedback. The stability of the overall system is proven.
From the simulation, the controller exhibits satisfactory results for standard tasks, such as regulation or trajectory-tracking, both with and without the application of external force. An additional simulation is performed to verify that the specified task space stiffness is indeed achieved. The effects of the damping ratio value on the motion response are studied. Overly high stiffness and light damping cause the robot to oscillate significantly before settling down. On the other hand, the robot moves sluggishly if too low stiffness and high damping are selected. Experiments with the real system further ensure the simulation results. From the investigation, it is evident that the proposed controller is capable of regulating the task space impedance of the manipulator coupling with a multi-stage nonlinear flexible transmission unit in a stable and robust manner. This development will be of great benefit to advanced manipulators in accomplishing challenging missions amidst complex environments.
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